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Rust 1.39.0 is out!

Released on November 7th, 2019.

    



Rust 1.38.0

Released on September 26th, 2019.

114,458 lines added and 91,886 lines removed. 

5 regressions reported after the release (2 of them broke valid code). 

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.37.0...1.38.0
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.37.0...1.38.0
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.37.0...1.38.0
https://gist.github.com/pietroalbini/b02cadb117cfe49ad17e0168ce543e2d#1380


Rust 1.37.0

Released on August 15th, 2019.

83,009 lines added, and 56,658 lines removed. 

3 regressions reported after the release (all of them broke valid code). 

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.36.0...1.37.0
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.36.0...1.37.0
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.36.0...1.37.0
https://gist.github.com/pietroalbini/b02cadb117cfe49ad17e0168ce543e2d#1370


Rust 1.36.0

Released on July 4th, 2019.

69,881 lines added, and 66,425 lines removed. 

4 regressions reported after the release (2 of them broke valid code). 

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.35.0...1.36.0
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.35.0...1.36.0
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/compare/1.35.0...1.36.0
https://gist.github.com/pietroalbini/b02cadb117cfe49ad17e0168ce543e2d#1360


Why do we have this schedule?

How do we prevent regressions?



Why do we have this schedule?



It's unusual in the compiler world.

Python 18 months

C/C++ (GCC) 1 year  

Python* 1 year  

PHP 1 year  

Java 6 months  

C/C++ (clang) 6 months  

JS (Chrome)  6 weeks

JS (Firefox)  6 weeks

Rust  6 weeks

JS (Firefox)*  4 weeks

*: new schedule, planned to be used in the near future 



No pressure to ship.



 

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/pull/63209#issuecomment-520741844
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/pull/63209#issuecomment-520741844


Long release cycles don't work for us.



 

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/issues/53130#issuecomment-418824862
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/issues/53130#issuecomment-418824862


 

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/issues/53130#issuecomment-418913061
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/issues/53130#issuecomment-418913061


 

https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/pull/56053
https://github.com/rust-lang/rust/pull/56053


Thankfully it ended well.

Congrats to everyone involved in Rust 2018!



How do we prevent regressions?



The compiler's test suite.



Using the compiler
in the compiler itself.



Bug reports from users.



We can't ask people
to manually test beta.



Idea!
Let's test our users' code ourselves. 



Crater



+

More than 75,000 projects tested, from crates.io and GitHub



Run cargo test on every project
with two compiler builds.



  



  



  



Crater is not perfect...



Crater is not perfect...

...today it works great though!  



Let's recap!

Fast release cycles allow us not to worry about deadlines.

Crater is the tool allowing us to do that without breaking the world. 



Thanks!


